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Thyme Is brought to you C8 times a year) by LynC and Peter Bums. from the 
ADDRESS:

P.O. Bern 4824, University of Melbourne, V1C. AUSTRALIA* 3852.
Telephone: [61 31 344 7606 (Clive, Oz ESST BusinesMlours), or 388 0472 (Clive or 
Lyn, before midnight, Oz ESST).

Thyme is available for local news (in English from anywhere), artwork we can 
use (small, or suitable for a cover), interesting letters, informative phone calls, 
or even subscription, at the following rates: -
AUST^LASIA: eight issues for ten dollars <0z), eleven dollars (MX).
NORTH AMERICA: ten issues for ten dollars (U.S.)- >
EUROPE: ten issues for five pounds Sterling, or 15 DM.
ELSEWHERE: $2.50 Australian per issue, (sent SAL, or Airmail if SAL not available)
Advertising rates: $10 (Oz) per quarter page, or pro rata. Copy ready ads only.

Please make all cheques payaole to 'TnYME, not to airy individual. Thank you.
Our agents are:

EUROPE: Joseph Nicholas, 22 Denbigh St, Pimlico, London, SW1V 2ER, U. K.
TOlT AMERICA: Mike Glyer, 5828 Woodman Ave t»2, Van Nuys, CA 91401, U.S.A.
NEW ZEALAND: Lyn McConchie, 15 Rauparaha St, Waikanae Beach, Aotearoa.
SSEWhERE: write to us directly.

If you have a bigX ^or non Australians) on your mailing label, this means 
that this is your LAST issue unless you DO SOMETHING.
Circulation: *250 Worldwide.

FFANZ:
FAN FUNDS:

Voting for the 1988 FFANZ race is over, the votes have been tallied and the 
result is:

Australia New Zealand Total

Terry Frost & Karen Vaughan
Gordon Lingard
Hold Over Funds

7 
b 
0

9
&
2
1

Write-ins:
James Styles 9
John Packer &
The Door 2
Michelle Muijset ‘ 1
Servalan
The Crocodile from 'Crocodii^Bundee

20 
0 
0

27 
b
6

9
6
2
1
1
1

1
1

Total:

Under the Australian Preferential System, once one candidate has more than 
50X of the vote no further distribution takes place, so Terry & Karen will be 
attending the NZ national convention later this year.

FFANZ Australia currently has approximately $900. Will that be enough?

The fans who voted were:

NZ: Edmond Bayne, James Biggin, Jan Bishop, M. Bruce, Victoria Craig, Jo 
Curtis, Linette Horne, Brian Howell, Alex Heat ley, Tim Jones, Join Knivbt, Frank 
Macskasey Jr., Lyn McConchie, Pauline Meinune, Debbie Ogier. Richard Schmeig, 
Michael Smeatcn, Eileen Smith, Keith Smith, Rex Thompson. Davre WUJe, Katee 
Yianakis. *



02: * Asms, Sheryl Birkh’jad, Peter Burns, Chris Chittleboroujjh, EM. Christensen, 
Michelle Ballet, Carey Handfield, Jack Herman, Irwin Hirsh, Greg Hills, Terry Frost, 
Mandy Herriot, Cathy Kerrigan, Eric Lindsay, Mark Loney. Lye£, Michelle Muijset, 
Andrew Murphy, Clive Newafl, John Mewman, Shane Pickup, Steve Roy lance, Karen 
Small, Gerald Smith, Alan Stewart, Karen Vaughan, Phil ware. Jean Weber, Roger 
Weddall, Judy Wilson, Womble.

And on the subject of FFAN2' rubbery closing date we heard from Jack Herman:

"find having spent all that time [last issue] fulminating ataut DUFF you pass over 
the elastic FFHNZ closing dale in one line. Surely tor a good ‘kjellotii press journal 
like yours, the consistent dange of FFAHZ closing dates represents some sort of 
problem for fandom. Or is its Administration by a local [he means -Netoxrne] fan 
sufficient reason to let it go uiithout comment?

I agree the "elastic FFAN2 closing date" did cause problems, especially for 
Thyme, because every time we managed to pin the local administrator down on a 
date, it would be wrong again by the time Thyme was published, including the date 
in the last issue. But we didn't "pass over" the closing date in one line, 1 devoted 
several lines to it, and thought it was pretty obvious from what I wrote that I 
wasn't happy with it. I promise to stop being so subtle in future.

There would also have been a lot more written on the subject had Roger gotten 
the promised statement to us. We gave up waiting for it approximately half an 
hour before that page of Thyme was [Tinted. We still don’t have it. Nor do we have 
a very clear idea as to why the date was so elastic. We believe it had something to 
do with a con in New Zealand, but as it wasn’t the date on which the con finished, 
or EVEN THE SAME DATE as the New Zealand voting closed, we’re not sure what the 
relationships were. We do however know that Roger tried a couple of times to get 
hold of Lyn by phone the week before Thyme was published to try and co-ordinate 
dates, but failed to do so. The first date Thyme published (2nd of January) is the 
traditional closing date, the second Cist of February) was pulled out of a. hat by 
me, as being in the lower range of possible dates that Roger thought it might be. 
Since it all really boils down to lack of communication between the administrators, 
and the fans, I suggest you direct further complaints t|at direction. - LynC.

GUFF:

True to his word Irwin Hirsh (The new Australian Administrator - 2/416 
Dandenong Rd, Caulfield North, Vic, 3161) has published a GUFF administrator’s 
report, entitled GUFFAWE, and listed as issue M, on the grounds that three of John 
Foyster’s newsleters were titled GUFFAWE too. In GUFFAwt he summarizes his trip to 
Europe (Wendy and he covered "12 countries, cross«f^36 national borders and had a 
damn fine time”). He laso lists the many people who voted through the recent 
Australian administrator (Justin Ackroyd); information which was not previously 
published. There are too may to list here.

The Australian account currently holds Oz$1659/J7; and despite the fact that he 
could quite legitimately have claimed an extra $1000 for travel to fans, Irwin only 
claimeo $2,200, the bulk of which was the aeroplane ticket.

The third chapter of John Foyster’s trip report appeared in ASFR, January 1988 
issue, but Irwin is being coy as to when his first chapter will appear. It will 
however appear in his own SIKANDER when it does appear. Since, to date Thyme has 
only sighted one chapter of Justin Ackroyd's trip report (it was in a UK 'zine, I 
think), and only two of Eve Harvey’s (in WALLBANGER), this coyness is hardly 
surprising.



1988 TAFF ^BALLOT^

What is TAFF? The Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund was created in 1953 for the purpose of 
providing funds to bring well-known and popular fans familiar to those on 

both sides of the ocean across the Atlantic. Since that time TAFF has regularly sent 
European fans to North American conventions, and brought North American fans to European 
conventions. TAFF exists solely through the support of .fandom. The candidates are voted on 
by interested fans all over the world, and each vote is accompanied by a donation - not less 
than £1 or Si US, These votes, and the continued generosity of fandom, make TAFF possible.

Who may vote? Voting in the 1988 election is open to anyone who began activity in fandom 
prior to September 1986, and who completes the ballot according to 

instruction and makes the required minimum donation. Contributions in excess of the minimum 
are encouraged and gratefully accepted. Voting is by secret ballot, one vote per person, 
signed ballots only accepted. Votes may be changed at any time prior to the deadline. 
Write-in votes are permitted but not encouraged.

Deadline’ VOTES IN THIS ELECTION MUST REACH ADMINISTRATORS BY 15th APRIL 1988

Voting Details TAFF uses a preferential ballot system which guarantees automatic runoffs 
until a majority is obtained. Ycu rank the candidates in the exact order of 

your preference for them. If the’leading first-place candidate does not get a majority the 
first-place votes for the lowest-ranking candidate are dropped, and the second-place votes 
on those ballots are counted as first-place votes. This process repeats itself until one 
candidate has an overall majority. It is therefore IMPORTANT to vote for second, third, and 
fourth place on your ballot. Also, it is a waste of time to vote for any candidate in more 
than one place. One other requirement obtains. To win, a candidate must recieve at least 20% 
of the first-ballot first-place votes cast on each side of the Atlantic, separately. Any 
candidate failing to achieve this minimum percentage on either side will be dropped and the 
second-place votes on their ballots counted as first place votes for the next count. It is 
therefore important for candidates and their supporters to canvass support both at home and 
abroad. Pleaae note that while you may send your vote to either administrator, it will be 
tabulated with the other votes from the side of the Atlantic on which you reside. Votes from 
interested fans not resident in either Europe or North America will not be counted towards 
either 20% minimum, but are otherwise encouraged.,

Hold Over Funds This choice, equivalent to 'NO Award’, gives the option of voting for no TAFF 
Trip in the event that no candidates are sufficiently appealling, or it is 

felt that the frequency of trips should be slowed, or any other reason. Hold Over may be voted 
for in any position, and is exempt from the 20% Rule. Should it ultimately recieve a majority 
of votes on the final ballot no TAFF Trip will be awarded regardless of how many votes 
Hold Over recieved on the first ballot.

Donations TAFF gratefully accepts money and material for fund-raising sale, as long as
it is given without obligation. Such donations from individuals and

groups {including conventions) have supported fandom’s oldest travel fund for over 30 years. 
Persons either ineligible or feeling themselves unqualified to vote are frequent givers to 
one of fandom's worthiest causes. They sometimes become TAFF winners in time.

Candidates Each candidate has been nominated by five individuals or couples, in the 
case of this Europe-to-North America election, three from Europe and two from

North America. Each has promised that barring unforeseen and inescapable circumstances they 
will, if elected, travel to the 1988 Worldcon in New Orleans, Louisiana. Their electoral
platforms and their nominators are detailed overleaf.

VOTES AND CONTRIBUTIONS SHOULD BE SENT TO (For Europeans) GREG PICKERSGILL,
7a LAWRENCE ROAD, SOUTH EALING, LONDON W5 4XJ, U.K.

(For North Americans) JEANNE GOMOLL,
BOX 1443, MADISON, WISCONSIN 53701-1443, U.S.A.

N.B. Make cheques payable to relevant individual, NOT TO TAFF.
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The Candt dates:-

LILIAN SOWARDS' and CHRISTINA LAKE ; Since our first fateful meeting over a Blue Lagoon in 
T5357”’we’ve done just about everything there is to do in fandom, mostly together. We’ve 
edited fanzines jointly (This Never Happens, our frequently almost-award-winning genzine}, 
with others, and even on our own’;' Kelped ran conventions as disparate as Mexican, Conspiracy, 
and Faircon; and were D West’s very first groupies. We have lots of enthusiasms we’re dying 
to share - comics, feminism and cointreau fondue. No woman from Europe has Won TAFF for 25 
years,, so isn’t it time one (or two) did? (And neither of us is married (yet).)
Nominators - Dave Langford, Judith Hanna, Simon Ounsley, Jerry Kaufman, David Bridges and 

Linda Blanchard.

MARTIN TUDOR ; I first heard about fandom around ’>979- attended Novacon 10 in 1980 and since 
then I’ve worked on a number of conventions (including the Eurocon in 1984 and the Worldcon in 
1987), been a member of a few different APAs (Franks, Eurapa and The Organization) and of 
course have written a .few bits and pieces for fanzines. But I’m probably better known for 
rarely refusing a drink, rarely sleeping and even more rarely publishing my fanzine ‘ 
('Empties’ - one in three years, that’s not too many). Lately I've- been coediting a bimonthly 
newszine (’Critical Wave’) and working on Novacon 18 and Mexicon 3.
Nominators - Roelof Goudriaan, Pam Wells, Arthur Thomson, Mike Glicksohn, Ted White.

DAVE WOOD : Dave Wood and Dave Wood who stand alone hope to take a touch of the old world to 
the magnolia scented halls of New Orleans. Described, ina field where there is little honour, 
as one who has supped with the assassin of ambition he’s nevertheless always happy to sit 
on panels, gossip, grace room parties, prop up bars or eat chittlings and grits. Edits 
XYSTER, council member of the BSFA, he met his twin nemesis SF and jazz long before the 
average fan had encountered the split-infinitive. He admits long-suppressed morbid desires 
to write a TAFF Report.
Nominators - D. West, Bob Shaw, Ron Gemmell, Bill Burns, Stu Schiffman
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Please read and understand both sides of this fora before voting. SEND ENTIRE SHEET AS VOTE

DO NOT DETACH THIS PORTION !
u, w m M » » —*• »»«.** si.iot •• wM —« t« <? i— —» re «» » •» re. ire *w

I VOTE FOR (rank 1-2-3-4) 1 enclose ........ as a contribution to TAFF.

( ) LILIAN EDWARDS / CHRISTINA LAKE

( ) MARTIN TUDOR

( ) DAVE WOOD

Please make cheques payable to GREG PICKERSGILL 
or JEANNE GOMOLL, (NOT to ’TAFF') and payable 

in the currency of the administrators country. 

Minimum donation for voting is £1 or 21.

( ) Hold Over Funds

SIGNATURE................ .NAME AND ADDRESS (Please Print)......................................

If you think your name may not be known to the administrators please ensure the eligibility 
of your vote by giving herunder the name and address of an active fan (not a 'fan group’)
who is known to them and to whom you are known.

Reproduction of this form encouraged. It is the official voting vehicle and must be 
reproduced verbatim. Anyone so doing should substitute their name here - Htitsw
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HEKULA AWARDS ions

The final ballot for the Nebula Awards for 1988

NOVELS:

.-WBLMV___saw
oovwa—“

Woman Pat Murphy CTOR)
Gene Wolfe CTOR)

^~TrGeorge Alec Effinger (ARBOR HOUSE) 
War "David Brin (BANTAM)
yerno Avram Davidson (DOUBLEDAY)

NOVELLAS:

"The Secret Sharer” Robert Silverberg (USFM) 
"Witness" Walter Jon Williams (Wildcards^ I)

NOVELETTE:

„ "Rachel In Love" Pat Murphv C1ASFM)
"Drfeam Baby" Bruce McAllister (IASFM)
"Flowers of EdiT Bruce Sterling GAffiM) W
“The Evening & The Morning a The Night" OctaviaWtler (Omi
"Buffalo Gals Won't You Coroe Out Tonight" Ursula!. Le Guin 
"Swartzchild Radius" Connie Willis (The Universe) '

SHORT STORIES: 
/

’The Faithful Companion At Forty" Karen Jov Fowler <IASFM)
"Angel" Pat Cadi.. — — -
"Cassandra's Photographs" Lisa Goldstein (IASFM.)
"Why I Left Harry’s All-Night Hamburgers" Laurence Watt-Evans CIASTM)
‘Temple To A Minor Goddess" Susan Schwartz (Amazing)#
"Kid Charlemagne” Paul Di Fillipo (Amazing)
’Torever Yours, Anna" Kate Wilhelm (CtonD

Publishers are the US publishers. Apologies for the not-qui t e-complete nature of 
the publication details, but we found this on ACSnet/USENET and dm't have access 
to material to clarify the details.

(Anyone have a Snail-Mail address for Chug Vraa Rospach (chuq@swi.com)?)

mailto:chuq@swi.com


* . THE DITMARS*
Further to our reporworr the results of the Ditmar CATEGORY ballot carried in 

Thyme #64 (and Irwin s comment on same in #66), we have received complete details 
of the ballot results from this years’ Awards sub-committee. Rather than reproduce 
the whole thing (/ hate typing - crn), some interpretation of the figures follows.

The ballot forms listed 13 possible categories, a 'none of the above' option, and 
had provision for write-^ categories.

The sub-committee used three different methods to tally the votes, the final 
five categories (in which nominations close on the 4th of March) were the same. 
The only difference was Australian Long/Short Fiction were swapped in one 
method. *The ranking of those five vias:

Fanzine, Fan Writer, Fan Artist, Aust. Short Fiction, Aust. Long Fiction.

For the record, 'Australian Fiction' was sixth, 'Outstanding Contribution to 
Australian Fandom' was seventh, 'Fan Editor' eighth and 'ran Cartoonist’ ninth 
using any of the tliree methods.

The write-in categories were:-Editor, Artist, Clubzine, Fan Club, Most 
Professionally run club, Most Hated Fan, Fanzine Contributor, Outstanding 
Contribution Professional SF, Jack Herman Constitutional Amendment, Most 
Stupid Fan, Editor Mamed Marc, Paranoid Jack Herman Balls Up Award.

Until Thyme tried to locate professional works eligible for this year's Awards, 
I'd have said the end result was pretty good. Another year iike 1987 for Australian 
authors and ^Australian Fiction (any length)' will start to look good again; 
leaving the slot open for further debate.

% , , 
(Commentary by Clive, who wiM never make the grade as ?. copy typist.)

<



The scarcity of novels published in Australia by Australians last year means 
that if everything published finds its way onto the Ditmar ballot there still won't 
be five nominations. After much searching, Thyme (with the assistance of Grant 
Stone) has only found four works of Australian Lung Fiction. The works we found 
are: i

Australian Long Fiction (>= 17,500 words)

"For As Long As you Like", Terry Dowling (Aphelion MS)
The Makers, Victor Kelleher (Viking Kestrel?
KlFgaviin's Gathering", Keith Taylor (Ace)
The Sea and The Synmer, George Turner (Faber)

Short Fiction, despite the death of (Mega and Aphelion, was a lot healthier, 
mainly due to the large number of short stories In the last issue of Aphelion (#5).

Australian Short Fiction (< 17,500 words)

"The Dirty Little Unicorn", Stephen Dedman (The Dirty UtUsJMCfiCQ) 
"Marmodesse", Terry Dowling COmeffi. January 1987?
"The Last ElephanV’, Terry Dowling (Au^nifiw Short Sk<Igs »20, 1987)
"The Supramarket", Leanne Frahm (pcomCity,Ed. Charles j>- Grant, TOR)

From Aphelion M5:
"Waltz Of The Flowers", Paul Collins a Trevor Donohue
"Collector", Bill Cosgrove
’Crime of Passion", Bill Dodds
"Neighbourhood Watch", Greg Egan
“Alescia And Graham Bell", Rosaleen Love
"The Resurrection", Gail Neville
"Not In Front Of The Children", George Turner
"Short Are My Days Of Light and Shade", D.T. White
"The Jerra-Mee", Ingrid Whitehorn

It has been suggested to Thyme that ’Unfettered Dreams" (an interview by 
Terry Dowling in (Mega, January 1537) may be Speculative FICTION rather than 
fact and therefore eligible. Something for the Awards Subcommittee to decide if 
it gets nominated,

Cherry Wilder had a story ("The Decline of Sunshin*") in InterzoneMZ?_ ( 
Northern Winter 1987), but does Intarzone count? It is, after all, only available in 
the specialty SF bookshops. (Since Cherry Wilder is a New Zealander resident in 
West Germany, is she eligible under this year’s rules?)

The short-livedC?) Starkindler may have some works that are eligible, but 
again, availability is the question.

. The first winner of the Computing Australia Short Story Competition was 
published in the December 7 issue ( Just A Company Man", by P. Morrison) and may 
also be eligible.
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Not All Fantasy Novels are The Same 
OR

One Man’s Mede is Another Man’s Persian
Review fey Dennis Cailegari.

| Junius, 1)70: " Hie impostor employs force instead of argument...and propagates his character by the sword."

Critics of modem fantasy novels certainly regard the authors of- sigh books as a kind of fraud - hobbyists masquerading as 
craftsmen; and. it’s true that most "epic fantasy" is know neither for its subtlety nor for its rationality.

Most recent fantasy novels have tended to a dreary predictability. For example, the idea of die Quest is a mandator)’ plot 
element die hero(es) amsi find the ring/sword/stone/secret around which the story revolves, or else die world is doomed.
Also indispensable is a hero (usually male, muscular and fearless) who is somehow "special” and yet unaware of his 
uniqueness; in print, this character’s lack of self-awareness generally comes across as irretrievable stupidity.

| R?ghom Leghtarn, 1950s: "Boy's as strong as an ox...and just about as smart!"

Why read fantasy novels when they're generally such rubbish? There's a, lot. of other things you could be doing, like finally 
getting around to reading Proust, or vacuuming the carpet, or....

Bruce Gillespie, 1987:, ,  "Life’s too short to waste reading stuff like that "

Weil, for one thing some fantasies are quite. well-written - a recent example is Bridge of Birds by Barry Hughart, which 
manages to turn a brawny hero's quest into an enjoyable reading expedience. And secondly, the idea of wasting time is an 
extremely subjective one: some people hqld that reading fiction of any kind is a waste of time (Well, it's not real, is it?); 
some extremely gloomy individuals might point out that doing anyt^gT^n example of wasted time.

And thirdly, I reckon that even some badly-written fantasy can be quite fun to read, and often in spite of the plot rather than 
because of it.

Both novels described below can be described as "badly-written” from a literary point of view; yet one of them is a success 
in is own left-handed way, and the other must be classed as a failure. i

John, Viscount Morley, 1838-1923: "Success depends on three things: who says it, what he says, how he says it; and 
of these three things, what he says is the least important"

First the failure: The Wizard and the Warlord by Elizabeth H. Boyer. Synopsis: the hero is muscular - yes, and fearless - 
and the secret he must discover lies in a strange locked box left to him by his grandmother. He manages to get caught in a 
war between Light and Dark Elves. The Light Elves rescue him from trolls, give him shelter & food & the chance to marry 
an elven princess (they do everything, in short, but wear While Viking Helmets); yet our hero decides that the Good Guys 
are really the Dark Elves - even though they try to kill him every couple of pages, and have bad table manners besides. 
Finally, the hero is convinced of his error - after 300 pages or so - and everyone lives happily ever after. I ended up 
barracking for the trolls.

/

1 suppose I've been a little harsh on this story - after all, the plot is no worse than that of many other fantaky novels. What 
makes this novel boring is the tedious pacing, uninspired description and pedestrian dialogue.

Not a success.

______ Nietzsche, I ^44?0(jr~ "Nothing everstaxeeds whichctubmat spirits ha^e nm helped to produce, ~~~~~~~~

Guardians of the West by David Eddings ( "Book One of The MaUoreon”) exceeds in any number of ways: a multiplicity of 
heroes (the chief one being unashamedly two sandwiches short of a picnic); a plethora of quests - involving not only a 
sword, a stone, a scroll & a secret, but also a kidnapped crown prince; and more cringe-worthy dialogue than the average soap 
opera. * )

The plot is probably worse than Boyer's, but there’s something about the way these medieval fantasy characters speak like
; something about thislate 20th Century Americans; something about the mixture of epic fantasy and contemporary 

book's inherent silliness....

Will Garion and Ce'nedra save their child? Is Liselle really Hunter, the super secret agent? 
desperately in love with her? Is Errand really an apprentice God? Who cares, anyway?

ill Silk discover that he’s fallen

telling his yam - and this is 
enthusiasm - we can identify

Boyer’s book could have been written by a wordy machine; but Eddings has obviously enjo 
the crucial difference between the two. The content of the novels is irrelevant, but Eddings 
with him.

Marcel Maslin, 1984: "No Man is an Island...except of course the Isle of Man."



LETTERS:

In Reply to Riser’s letter, last issue, concmming the dates of Swancan 13, Greg 
Turidch writes:

• 8 Prom St
Greenwood 6024

wwnwesa

Dear Thyme.

In answer to Reger Weddells tetter.

T«, M ' M* «■’ tn I too think M rtwuM MV. Mjr yd »? ” 
least contacted me before hitting the pavement with LI am surprised and dtstrema 

that be didn't de so.

Yes. SwanCons ait held over Australia Day weekends. We had tobook the hotel‘ 
in advance. and I hedged my bets by booking bom «*•£ Sd
was asked by the hotel to confirm, as they had a booking \ itad
them if they knew which weekend was the tent <**• tbe? <^<^ t *QOV-5
the Minister s office of the [W.A.J Department of You*h, Sport mto 
they could tell me was that the holiday was not yet wedded in WA. but that they 
rather thought that it would be on the last weekend in January. “ 
January, 1988.1 contacted two W A calendar-printers, and they hadn t been told 
eitW My crystal pall being in for service that week. 1 had to make a guess. It was the 

•wrong one. But .t decision had to be made.

Nobody in WA knew which day would be the heder-; as late “ <J***J°J 
the hotel had booked the other weekend. As Mr
Opposition, adviwd me in October when I enquired there had been questions an« 
debate in Parliament on the matter, and the mtad ZT^^d^
Though the legislation was apparently draughted a 
holiday ms not proclaimed until two weeks before Christmas. though the date was 

common knowledge up to a month before that.

1 would like to oTer an apotegy for this unfcrumxte
I take full responsibility for it. However. 1 would 
calendar, and that the Perth in 94 bid committee to not involved in any way. 1 remnt. 
the snide tone a’ Roger s totter, the imputation of nofiligeoce or ta»mpetencm M^the 
width and flamboyance of his tarring brush. I belte’/e u f ’ ig
and 1 am not trying to dodge the flak; however eri'Jdem of ’ vfeoi®
not lusUfied. SwmXtens have a great name for serioinfun, a naasej^^^^ 
penetrated even the fog-bound recesses of Victoria-! fandom.. 1 can ™^**^®* 

distress «t missing one, and his corresponding resentnent But that a » uwwr™* 
their quality, not a cause for personal abuse.

p& ToaYe cheat) , but I sUiihks you. Roger.

It', ni« to tax- when you defend wnebody th* you got it right. ^LyoC

8



SARAH FOSTER TATE IN BONDAGE:

Last issue we published some photos from a magazine called “Sarah Faster Tate 
in Bondage”. These resulted in a deluge of response, some of which follows:

Sx-dor Lingvo 
*0 Box A3S?
Sydney South 2000

Th* Editor*
•Thyme*

It w** with diwnty that I saw your pi»c* conc*rnu»g Sarah Tat* in Thy®a. 
This w«» a malicious piac* datignad to hurt har In order to tenantionalI*• 
th* tine. It team* to m* that whan a group of paopla sacrifice their 
companion and conaideration for other* in order to t*n»ational it* * story 
than I don't think I really want to know them. This^itregard for other 
people is also manifest in th* Laundry Ooor pl*c*s and<ha changing of th* 
DUFF platform* *he*t without consul t administrator*.

On a personal level I had though tWR>*oP’* to Uv* a much higher 
ethical standard and I a® troubled and hurt to find cut I'm wrong. I ask 
you; how do you expact people to trust and respect you as individual human 
beings if you show yourselves to be so callous towards others.

I think you people need to wake up to yours*1v»s that a Jok* Is not a 
Joke, nor is It funny, if it deliberately involves hurting people. I believe 
that a major rethink of what you're trying to schiev* end a sincere, honest 
apology are tn order If you are mak^gends for the harm your actions may 
have caused to other* and to rovr

Yours faithfully

! am loathe U> ascribe motives but one has to begin to wonder about why you followed last 
issues devotion to the door with the material on the inside ccjer of the fanzine. Firstly, the 
material has no place in the fanzine; secondly, its publication serves no purpose other than to 
raise questions of motivation. If it has been done as a snide sort of ‘look what we found*, the 
sophmonc and juvenile attitude do not reflect well on you. If it has been done, as others 
suggest, as a further attempt to undermine a DUFF candidacy, then it stinks of sexual politics 
and sexism of the worse sort. To attempt to attack a candidate because of something done by 
a girlfriend is both cowardly and low. If it has been done simply because someone in 
Melbourne happened to find the material in an "Adult Bookshop” and you could resist the 
urge to print it, then one must begin to doubt your taste and judgement.

As you are probably aware, I have been working in an ’Adult Bookshop' for over 3 months 
now and ’Sarah Foster Tate in Bondage” is one of the magazines I have sold While I do not 
have any quibbles with working in this business to make money to pay for my overseas trip, 
I saw no purpose in bludgeoning others with mydiscover y; just as ! would see no purpose 
in spreading whispers that so-and-so was a custohier Further, as someone who needs to look 
at these things professionally, I can say that SFTiB is one of the least offensive of the 
bondage magazines In fact, Harmony Publications has a very good reputation because it win 
not indulge in the sort of strange and violent material which is the province of the House of 
Milan (HOM) inter alia... •



issue 
alaugh in themselves, »u publish them m 

without first asking the fan concerned 
Since you knew nothing about the 

_ •> been the most 4>asic courtesy to 
t about to cause eny trouble or upset 

never occuy to you to asK? Or 
even a «i<£ht charjce 'that- the

Gear Thyme. . ..
Whxlu the ’Sarah Foster Tate’ pictures in the last 

may have, baen a . 
widespread newszine 
was very nconsiderate 
situation, it would have 
check that you weren't - 
before going ahead. Did it 
were you unwilling to take 
answer aijh't be 'no'*?

’’ie hope Wik will ba

*
' ♦

less callous in future.

__Marilyn Pride, Hod Kearins, 
Jack Herman, Gerald Smith, 
Gordon Lingard, Peter bismire, 
iiaren Warnock, Alex Ozanne, 
Peter 5*.’/lor.

There see® to he • basic j^sumption in all th® letters ££cedved ateut SFT that 
de involved have done something wrong in the ryes of f and^t Otherwise, 
d It he wrone (or "malicious") of us to mention the publication.

the people involved have done something wrong inuie’.yo 
how could it be wrong (or "malicious") of us to mention the publication?

The magazine is (as far as I have seen) a satirica) send up of the soft porn 
industry, and as such I do not feel .thaw^J anything wrong with it. kor, &d I 
seriously expect supposedly liberal mindedwfree thinking Science Fiction Fandom 
ttokt&s^you from the above lottos people
in Sydney who don't have such a high opinion of Fans, ani think 1 mat na 
it wrong. All the feedback 1 have actually received, including those h 
indicates that I was actually right. hJo-orae has ‘“■r**— —" M think
thought there was something wrong with SFT, only that other people mig 
it.

Thinking that if we just ^tinned it under Oz publishing not«_ in the yarn 
backet oeooie would eet the wrong idea and think the magazine: uu* 
obscene'/pornographic, we made a point of P£bl{JhlM a j^cataf^he "humorous 
available photographs, and a caption which should have indi 
nature of the text. Maybe we were too subtle!

„ I ™„. th. nennl. involved an anoloev at all. it is for underestimating the

en 
ers, no act i nave atfeuatty . *r~;r-T’"xt.

actually right. No^ne ha,

If I owe the people involved an apology at all, it is tor unaeresrima:uifi narrow mindedn^orfans. But I still really do think fans are more tolerant than 
the letter writers give them credit for. LynC.

The photos « published were examples of the prof^ionally 
Sarah F.£ter Tate as available in your local boefch™ We have 
nor intruded on anyone s privacy. If I read Vou£corr y> in
that although you personally think the rfiotos are a® fiew might
the least offensive, other people might not share yoiw ^ Jghtmea view 5 
think badly of Sarah Foster Tate's work. You then take up the cudgens anoen 
d( these uneducated, perhaps even prudish ““Jj^ere
possible motives we could have had m publishing wha between ov^~
SXious ones. You were wrong. There sems to me to something between^ov^-
reaction and simple hypocrisyin! y our'line ° explain*how you

s“j. •sja'sa “ S’sss■wSst:
imagine. ~ Peter.



Finally, for a note of simple, sane and refreshingly honest perspective, we go 
beyond Sydney to the U.K. and Steve Sneyd;

Dear Editors,

Don't often Loc the Thymes you krndly keep sending, though I do ateays read them 
and pass them on after to folk likely to be interested - bui felt must respond this 
time (a) to say what a letdown to the OZ image of enjoying a joke at the expense 
of authority these paifous pedants are who are uihingirig arout tpr door candidacy 
(if nowt else, what superb media coverage if it won and had to ba flam in the 
Bicentenary Concorde to the U.S.) Cb) to ask if you really thought out the 
implications of raising Bondage. If anything sets loonies off info ’nurttering women, 
that sort of image seems to be it. Maybe an apologetic disclaims next issue is 
strongly called for,

Best, cheers, Steve Sneyd.

Yes, we did. Yes we do and we hope that there are not lee many loonies in 
fandom. - PEL
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PlX.

In Thyme %S, we published an article which actually mrittm try Ferry 
Middleadss, but c^xmarised mostly at aaothar article written by JaA Herman «» th® 
art of letter cahsste. Mark Lmey fait sewdto replv; :

I reerf the latest epistle by Jack Merman (THYME 64, pp, 6-7) and found, as usual, that it 
used a Full range of rhetorical techniques better reserved for an inatitrtion with the standing of 
the NSW peril estent, rather than the pages of the Australian newazine.

For example, let us look at the way Jack deals with the topic-by-topic editing of loca. 
Paragrsph 3 lets us know that, "This was made respectable (recently) by...", followed in paragraph 4 
with, "It has some superficial attractiveness’.". Say no more. Forelock tugging newcomers foolish 
enough to use an approach only recently made respectable (dare I use the word ‘newel’?) stand 
superficially chastened before their peers. Once again, Jack is using language to make his 
conclusions look attractive without actually preferring an argument to support them.

Continuing on his s®rry way, Jack has a greet deal of fun setting up straw men who are just 
asking to be knocked over (like pedestrians with a death wish crossing a busy freeway). "Subtle 
selectivity* ia obviously a bed thing and only a cad or a bounder would treat his or her 
correspondents in such a cavalier fsahion. Derogation of "the idea of letter-as-fansc" ia 
unargurfsly a major crime that shows the true nature of the slavering faced who produced this 
"butchered" and "devalued" letter colum. (Though I must confess that I fail to see how topic by 
topic editing "derogates from the idea of letter-aa-fanac" - yet another unsubstantiated assart ton.)

Yea, Marty Cantor used topic by topic editing in an appalling fashion in Holier Than Thou 24. 
He rightly collected a lot of opprobrium for it. But being an editor is about editing; selecting 
and_jsrranging the best material in the beet possible fashion. And that swans making choices; 
leaving some writing out, giving another piece prominence, positioning one writers remarks so that 
they are relevart to whst has gone before as well ss what follows. Some people are good st this and 
others, to paraphrase Jack's own words, will never rise above the level of crude journeymen-.

None of the above, however, can be reduced to the level cf 'creative typing'. The skill an 
editor develops is, in the main, in the presentation of other people's work - whether it be 
articles, letters or artwork. And the respor®e that any editor makes to a letter, however 
'butchered' it tsay ba, has nothing to do with the editing method chosen and everything to do with 
the personality, opinions and writing style of that editor.

A lot of‘letters were never intended, or don't deserve, to be printed in full. Jack should 
consider the fact that many loccera produce letters that don’t need to be reproduced as written. 
Unlike the good writing we all knew that Jack is capable of; they don't link one paragraph to the 
next, their letters aren't a developing progression of related ideas and concepts. They are s 
collection of unrelated paragraphs that will stand far better amongst relevant comments from rther 
writers than they will in their original form.

Thera are, of course, letters that are written to be read as a whole. Letters where the 
excision of anything more than incidental comments reduce their value and contribution to the letter 
column. When discussing the editing of Iocs, one other necessary comment on the nature of letters 
ia that many of them naturally meet the requirements of topic by topic editing. The long complex 
letters that can really only be printed as a whole ere outnumbered by shorter but equally welcome 
letters that address, at length, only one topic from the fanzine issue under diacueaion. As 1 am 
currently up to the thirty third page (and still typing!) of Iocs for The Space Waatrel 9, I think 
it's fair to say, on the basis of empirical evidence, that the latter outnumber the former by about 
five to one. (With about another five to one being the less structured Iocs that ccsiaent on several 
subjects). In T9S we normally use the long, complex letters to open the letter column. The size of 
TSW9 means that we will use them to separate the shorter comments and lead into a new topic of 
discussion.

To sum all this up, I feel that the editor is sore important than the method he or aha uses. 
Someone who is insensitive, crass and unfair to correspondents will turn out an appalling letter 
colum no matter what 'method* they use. Conversely, a sensitive and skilled editor will always bo 
able to turn out a letter column worthy of the time and effort donated by hie or her 
correspondents. Correspondingly, the choice of editing method deserves an approach more considered 
than the rhetorical flourishes and pejorative adjectives used by Jack as a smokescreen to conceal 
the rabbit he sc unconvincingly pulls from the hat.

Mark Loney



An Explanation <4 your MjAHJONG LABEL;
On the top right-hand corner of ybur mailing label you will notice either a 

number, a string of letters, or a number followed by a letter-

The number indicates the number of the LAST issue you wilbu*cceivet as 
currently stand. You can, of course, extent this by DOING SOMTHUNG, for example, 
re-subscribe.

The character indicates the reason you are getting 'Shpms* The character is 
interpreted as follows:

T We trade with you for something, usually indicated 0“ 
underneath your name. A '?* there indicates that the CURREN1 
editors (=LYNC) have NEVER heard from you. More about this later.

A For Agents. Pretty obvious.

S Usually preceded by a number. Consider them sample copies. We have 
some reason to believe you wish to subscribe. /

X This is not tHF^Sig* X"~Df the colophon, and does not mean this is 
your last issue. That 'X' is hand drawn. This X' means we 
normally exchange something with you for Thyme, usually art, but 
it could be reviews or information.

W You’re a big name writer, and we are loathe to drew you, but wed 
still like to hear from you occasionally. \

P Publisher. We do our best with review copies (the roa$ to hell etc.)

/3



*
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What about a combination of a number and a letter?

Eight months ago (about June TTO, the editorship of Thyme changed. We took 
over the existing mailing list and continued sending trades etc. to those people 
the previous editors deemed,‘worthy trf this honour. Alas, it as costing over $150 an 
issue to maintain the current list, and this cannot continue. The mailing list is in 
the process of being severely pruned.

The combination of a pun&er and a letter indicates that although you were on 
the mailing list for a particular reason when we took over, we haven't heard from 
you. The number is the last issue you will receive unless you iOO

Two special cases:

If you have a 'T', please check your mailing list and ensure that it reflects 
the current address for Thyme <cf. the colophon). If you. just haven't published 

•anything recently, send us a postcard or a letter and let us know what to expect.

If you have an 'X' and consider* yourself an artist, we should explain that we 
did MUT get any artwork from the previous editor (except the covers of 62"64). We 
currently have almost .MO artwork iin file. We would love some artwork. We feel the 
'zine is enhanced by the presence of artwork, and do not want to produce a dozen 
pages of straight text, (grovel,grovel)

If you feel you are classified incorrectly, let us know, We would love to hear
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THYME CONVENTION UPDATE
OHKQM 3: Melbourne's annual Eustenpon

DfttegL April 1-4 1988 (Easier)
•rt.e victoria Hate-

Kpom . Ha ip a! with futilities $58 
iwin/doubW, $40 Single. Without facilities 
$44 twin/double, $35 Single. Deposit of 1 
night's accommodation to Kinkon 3.
GOH: Lee Harding, John Bister, Cree
Turkich.
Rates! $35 till eon, $45 at door.
Theme; for Masquerade is “I was a 
teenage ..."
Mailt Kinkon 3, 11 Hopkins St, 
Danaenong, VIC 3175
FOLLYCON~»88!'(the'u?k~.'~N~atio7aT's~F
Convention 1903)

Dates: April 1-4, 1988
Venue: The Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. U.K
GOH: Gordon Dickson, Gwyneth Jones,
Greg Fickersgill, Len Wein
Rates: 18 pound attending, 12 pound
sunporting. (Cheques to Follycon)
Maili Follycon '88, 104 Pretoria Rd, 
Patch way, Bristol, BS12 5PZ

CONFUSION! The Hew Zealand Nateon(?)

Date*- 3rd - 4th June 1988 (NZ's Queens 
Birthday weekend)
Venue! State Trinity Theatre
GOfff Bjo Trimble, Gerry Anderson 
(coBBiitnenis permitting), Margaret 
Mahy, and Lana Brown
Rates! Gold card ("I want to sponsor 
X’*> $250NZ, Attending $35NZ, Supporting 
$15NZ
Hotel* United Services Motel, Cathedral 
Square, Christchurch. $30NZ per person 
per night. A deposit of one night is 
required Couples: Please specify if you 
need a double rather than a twin.
Mail; Confusion Box 1149,
Christchurch ( Aotearoa/New Zealand.

[This is the eoavtntioa we are 
rrndins the f'TAJVS winner to.]

CONVICTION: (aka Synoon 88,) the 2.7 th 
Australian National SP Convention

(PR«3 now available, with quite a 
detailed proposed programme.
Reminder: T-Shirt competition, and 
Convention Anthem competition close 
March 1, 1988. Short Story closes May 2.0. 
Other competitions close on the Friday or 
Saturday of the Con itself. Cash prises 
for all)

Dates! 10th-13th June 1988
Venue: The Shore Motor Inn, Pacific
Hwy., Ar tarmon.
GOH: Spider ft Jeanne Robinson, Carey
(TRO) Handfield.
Thymet Song and Dance in Science
Fiction.
Rates: $40 till 1 June 1988. $20
supporting, $5 voting (only)
Room rates! $85 a night for 
singles,'twins/doubles. $105 far triples. 50 
roams have been reserved, 10 of them 
triples. Include 1 night's deposit, and 
please book by May 10.
Mail: Conviction, Box 272 Wentworth
Sldg, University of Sydney, NSW 2004 

[flow many gentle reminders ioer 
it take for Coaviction to get people's 
nomtt right*?? I've tried several times to 
get Clive rte wall's name spelt correctly.
Anyone else suffering too?~Ly.a[
«ENOCH 2: The 1988 M.’ia Nrteo'n'

[Profits (if anyf) go to 
Riverslcigh Research Fund]

Dates: 9th - 11th September, 1988
yenitei Clunes Ross House, 191 Royal 
FaeTYirkvilie, Vic.

GOH: Paul Darrow (Avon), Michael
Stea ting (Vila), Jtaj&et Lees Price, Dr 
Michael Archer (A feelogistm?)
»«£**! till Ole Con, $40 at the door.
SIS supporting, $V> Day
H«h»»u4 A pleasant stroll up Royal Fde to 
noTTli, The Koya! Fde Travellodge. 
Single/Double 472, Apartments $83. All 
Meals for whw Con: $120 subject to 
negotiation
Mail! ZencoA 2, c/- Cathy Kerrigan, 
FT Bnn 437, fSamberwell. 3124.

(The place to be in ' '8S if you 
want to OD on Blake's 7]

.♦SiV-' 'The Gathering'
October, 1988 (NZ Labour

Ven we: The Avenue Motor Inn, Victoria
Ave, ' Wanganui, Aotearoa
GOH: David Gerrold, Ian McLean (Fan

Rafes! NZ$30 attending, NZ$15 
supporting.
Rom. Rafe NZ$88 double NZ$77 single, 
NZ$11 per extra aduit. Organised by 
Hospitality Wanganui, P.O. Box 437, 
Wanganui.
Mail: con VERGE, P.O.Box 418 8,
Wanganui, New Zealand/Aotearoa.

SWANCON 14i the 28th Aust. National SP
convention.

Dates! 24-27th March, 1989 (Easter)
Woae! Kings Ambassador, St Georges 
Terrace, Perth.
GOH: John Varley, Bob Shaw, Paul J.
TTKtifan) Stevens.
Theme! Urban spaceman.
feaiexi" $40 Attending, $20 supporting
Ream~Rates: $400 a night. (Of course 
■there are some cheaper rooms lor the less 
affluent of us, at $79 a night for a 
single,twin, or double.) One night's 
deposit in advance ONLY, please.
Mail: Swancon 14, PO Box 318, Nedlands
W^009

[While these people seem capable 
of handling Clive's name they get mine 
(LynC [no spaetsf!}), and Stephen 
Boucher's. Koger VP edit all's, and Perry 
ifiddlemiss' names wrong?)

NOREASCON 38 the 47th World Science 
Fiction..Convention
Dates; 31 August - 4 September 1989 
Hates! $US40 till 1st April 1988, $US20 
supporting.
GOH: Andre Norton. Ian ft BettyBSFKntine y
Vcnne: John B. Hynes Veterans
Con vent io n Center, the Sheraton-Boston 
Hotel, and the Back Bay Hilton.
Mail: Noreascon 3, Bex 44, MIT Branch
Post" Office, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. 
Agents: Australia: Carey Handfield, 
PO Box 1091, Carlion, Vic, 3053.

CON PICT ION: the 48th World Science 
Fiction Convention

Dates: 23rd - 27th August, 1990
Rates: A$9S Attending till 31st December

A$4S Supporting, Child (under 14)
A$23. Conversions! Supp to Att A$55, Pre- 
supp to Att A$90, Pre-supp to Supp A$35. 
Due to currency fluctuations, these prices 
may change.
GOH: Joe Haldeman, Wolfgang Jeschke,
Harry Harrison, Andy Porter; ft Chelsea 
Guinn Yarbro(TM).
Vens*! The Neth erlands Congress 
Centre, The Hague, Holland.
Mail; W or 1de on 1990. P.O. Box 95370-
2509' CJ The Hague, Holland
Agents: Australia: Justin Ackroyd, 
GFtFIoit 2708X, Melbourne, VIC, 3001
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The YARN BASKET:

CofA’s ,
It has been a real month for Aussies on the move. Is this another obscure way 

to celebrate the white migration from England??
Jane Tisell has moved to anotker flat in the Kew area, to 4/2 Namur St, Kew 

East, Vic, Aus, 3102. ./
Christine Forbes was finding life with two little children in a small flat a 

little too cramped and has temporarily moved to 67 Queens Parade, North Fitzroy, 
Vic, Aus, 3968. •

The Matalan RaVfer (Michael hailstone) now raves on in Victoria at 204 
Station St, Box Hill, 3123.

Cosmic Cheesecake artwork, and T-shirts, no longer come from Petersham, but 
from 13 Tramway St, Mascot, NSW, Aus, 2020; where Mike McGann continues to 
produce them.

Leigh Edmunds and Vaima Brown should also have moved to Perth by the time 
you read this. New address as yet unknown.

Even The Unbent Piece at Queensland Fruit is rumoured to have wandered to 
one of Victoria's Historical Townships.

Clive Newall and LynC will also he on the move soon. However Thyme's mailing 
address will remain constant; only the phone number is likely to change.

Internationally Hazu Hiroaki(san), has been moved by his company from the big 
smoke (Tokyo) to Rio de Janeiro; Ave Oswaldo Cruz, Flamengo, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil. I guess it's cheaper to house him there, even though houses there are 
currently prone to flooding and rock slides!

Conviction have lost Ray Cooney, so he’s obviously on the move as well; and 
Thyme is still missing Ken Moylan. Anyone knowing the whereabouts of these two, 
please return them to the appropriate group.

Ofc Publishing notes:
For notes on stories and books eligible for this year's Ditmars (i.e. published 

last year) see the separate article in this issue.
Oreamstune regretfully announced further delays in the publication of "From 

Sea to Shining Star", the Bert Chandler collection, not least of which was 
Australia Post’s month long "loss” of Nick Stathopoulos' artwork, and the lack of 
acid free paper in this country. Expected publication date is now April, 1088. The 
first 100, the collector’s editions are still $90 (pre publication) each, and the 
other 400 numbered editions, $65. Mail to Dreamstone, P.u, Bo?, 160, Applecross, W.A., 
Aus, 6153.

Seam McMullen has had the short story "The Colors of the Masters" published 
in Fantasy and Science Fiction (F&SF),the March 1988 edition.

The Hatchery
Thyme nas heard several rumours that various Melbourne female fans are 

pregnant. After in-depth investigation of each rumour which has come our way. 
Thyme can categorically state that at the time of going to press, we know of NO 
female fans who are pregnant.

Events?
Dandenong Valley Science Fiction and Futuristic Society ^ill have had their 

first meeting for the year on Mcnday 22nd February by the time you read this. 
Unfortunately they persist in letting Thyme know of these meetings with 
insufficient notice to pass the information on to our readers. If you are 
interested, the contact is the Secretary, Shane Morrissey, c/~ Dandenong Valley 
Regional Library Service, 335 Springvale Rd, Vic, 3171. Ph: (03) 547 8311. February's 
subject was "Scientific Assessment of U.F.O's", with the Australian Skeptic’s 
Victorian Chairman (Graeme Watt) as guest Speaker.

There will be a Science Fiction a Fantasy Gala Day, Sunday 27th March, Old 
Children's Court, 66 Albion St, Surry Hills (NSW). 10 am to 4 pm. (Admission: 
50c).(Source: Mike McGann)



Missing Credits:
Some people have commented on the lack of credit for two articles written by 

Peter Burns which appeared in issue ("Sydney in 1991", and the review on “Full 
Metal Jacket"). This is because the firet was considered editorial comment, and the 
second was an oversight by the other editor (for which 1 have apologized). 1'11 try 
to be more careful in future as Peter and I disagree on many things (though not 
the “Sydney in 1991" article), and people seem to like to know who to blame. For 
instance, the Yarn Basket is usually typed in by Lyn, Also, since most of the typing 
is done on LynaClive's Amiga, most (but not all) of the tiny editorial fillers are 
done by her (or Clive) not Peter. Peter tends to do the larger articles. Another 
place where credit was forgotten was the editorial response t^. Roger’s letter in 
issue 866. Peter did the first reply, Lyn did
the second. That was a prime example of how Peter and I can differ in our 
responses. -LynC.

Takeovers:
Supernova Books, in Perth, have been bought out by an entrepreneur who knows 

NOTHING of Science Fiction. Apparently ha used to run a Newsagency, and thought 
running a specialty book shop would be similar. He is also said to have overlooked 
the special knowledge of his sales team, and to have been considering replacing 

„ jthem with less skilled (and therefore lower paid) sales people, with maybe someone 
from the Science Fiction Community as an advisor. It would have been a hollow 

•* victory for his team, when he went down th® tube, as he surely would if he carries 
out this plan. On the other hand, he may well end up with a successful bookstore, *
but where would the discerning fans buy their books? Mail Order from Minotaur, 
Galaxy, or somewhere else????

Short Story Competition:
Craspnilne Australia announced last October that they were running a short 

story competition in conjunction with SF1 Australia. The only retirement on 
theme was that it had to be High Tech. Each month the best story submitted in 
the previous month is selected to be published in the first issue of “Computing 
Australia" for the month following. Prize for that story is $500. The best entry 
published over a 12 month period will win $5,000. Entries close on the last day of 
each month. For more information, write te Computing Australia/SPL Short Story 
Competition, 124 Castlereagh St, Sydney, NSW, Australia. Ph: (02) 264 1266 OH.
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Picture 83:
Picture 84:

Picture 85:

Picture #11: 
PictuRsBiS:

Picture 814:
Picture 817:

Picture 818:

A Wlddershin Swamp IgJ artist Hrch-Hgn
The’ Living Cabs of the Neighbours: An anonymous soldier of the 
^n^^View from the Simulated Landscape of the colony ship 
"AiUB-W; Abraam Ibsen.
[Title untranslatable into Pan-Galaktikj , <7,
Mutant Triffid; photographic composition by Alexei umg,

FoW Prefect's Mother holidaying in Brighton: F-Pryf^t' 
E-Jinkz Neo-classical base transition phases in G-major at Sunfall , 

ltnmtiSFcre,tur« with limits 3D ar Monochrome. Virion (requires 
vision above M70A wavelength radiation) nay obtam 
sight-enhancers from the concierge free of charge by showing a 
valid invalid or sub-galaktik-intellect-norm certificate.] 
“On a desert flying"; D.CaliigraphyJerry Gea.


